Yamaha raptor 660 wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of yamaha grizzly wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified conventional pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the elements of
the circuit as streamlined forms, and the power and signal connections in between the gadgets.
A wiring diagram typically gives info regarding the family member setting and arrangement of
gadgets and terminals on the tools, in order to help in structure or servicing the gadget. A
pictorial representation would reveal more information of the physical appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently made use of to troubleshoot issues and to make
sure that the links have been made which whatever is present. Variety of yamaha grizzly wiring
diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. Architectural wiring layouts show the approximate areas as well as affiliations of
receptacles, illumination, as well as irreversible electric services in a structure. Interconnecting
wire paths may be revealed approximately, where particular receptacles or components need to
get on a typical circuit. Electrical wiring representations use typical icons for wiring devices,
normally different from those used on schematic diagrams. The electric icons not only reveal
where something is to be mounted, but likewise exactly what kind of tool is being installed. For
instance, a surface ceiling light is revealed by one sign, a recessed ceiling light has a different
symbol, and also a surface fluorescent light has an additional symbol. Each kind of button has a
various symbol as well as so do the numerous electrical outlets. There are symbols that show
the place of smoke detectors, the buzzer chime, as well as thermostat. On large projects
symbols could be phoned number to reveal, for instance, the panel board and circuit to which
the gadget links, as well as to identify which of a number of kinds of fixture are to be set up at
that area. A set of electrical wiring layouts may be called for by the electrical evaluation
authority to accept link of the home to the public electric supply system. Wiring diagrams will
also include panel routines for circuit breaker panelboards, and also riser representations for
unique services such as fire alarm system or closed circuit television or various other unique
services. Raptor Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified customary pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the capability and signal associates amid the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives guidance not quite the relative slope and covenant of devices and terminals on the
devices, to urge on in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would play in more
detail of the living thing appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation
to stress interconnections more than instinctive appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to create determined that all the links have been made and that
anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams produce an effect the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use all right symbols for wiring
devices, usually substitute from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols
not deserted show where something is to be installed, but as a consequence what type of
device is creature installed. For example, a surface ceiling vivacious is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling well-ventilated has a vary symbol, and a surface fluorescent roomy has choice
symbol. Each type of switch has a alternating fable and so pull off the various outlets. There are
symbols that pretense the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A
set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to accept
connection of the address to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will next
append panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities
such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are
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that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
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Non-necessary. A downloadable Yamaha Raptor repair manual, termed Raptor service manual
or online workshop manual, is a digitally transmitted book of repair instructions that is
electronically delivered to your computer within seconds. Each chapter contains complete part
removal, inspection, cleaning, assembly, installation and testing procedures. Images and tips
are provided throughout the manual to ensure the user completes the repair work successfully.
Downloading a Yamaha Raptor repair manual is easy. And no special software is needed to
download the manual and view it. Once downloaded, the manual can be saved to your
computer, tablet or smartphone forever. So what are you waiting for? Download a manual
instantly and fix your problem now! There are manuals for the following models. If you see one
missing let me know and I will add it. News Ticker. General Information Vehicle identification
numbers Serial numbers and model label Replacement parts information Gaskets, oil seals and
o-ring information Lock washers, plates and cotter pins info. Bearings information Circle clips
information Special tools. Specifications Yamaha Raptor specifications Engine specifications
Chassis specs Electrical system specs Torque specifications Lubrication system diagrams and
chart Cable routing. Fuel System Removing and installing fuel tank Inspecting fuel cock
Inspecting fuel cock operation Checking carburetor Assembling carburetor Installing
carburetor. Do you have a manual for Raptor ? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual. First edition, May All rights
reserved. Any reproduction or unauthorized use without the written permission of Yamaha
Motor Corporation, U. Printed in U. It is not possible to include all the knowledge of a mechanic
in one manual, so it is assumed that anyone who uses this book to perform maintenance and
repairs on Yamaha machine has a basic understanding of the mechanical ideas and the
procedures of machine repair. Page Chapter 1. This information will be needed to order spare
parts. In the 2WD mode, the left differential side gear 3 and the drive clutch 2 are not engaged,
therefore, the left side gear runs idle and does not transmit power to the left front constant
velocity joint. As a result, power is transmit- ted directly from the ring gear 5 to the drive clutch
2, then to the left front constant velocity joint via the adapter 1. Even if an attempt is made to
select this mode when the ATV is traveling, it will only result in a standby condi- tion i. Shift cam
2. Shift fork guide bar 3. Drive axle 4. Stopper lever shaft 1 - Then, the stopper lever tab is separated from the drive axle stopper to free the drive axle. Page Important Information 5. Keep all
parts away from any source of fire. Use only genuine Yamaha parts for all replacements. Use oil
and grease recom- mended by Yamaha for all lubrication jobs. Other brands may be similar in
function and appearance, but inferior in quality. Bend lock tabs along the bolt or nut flats after
the bolt or nut has been tightened to specification. Use only the appropriate special tools; this
will help prevent damage caused by the use of inappropriate tools or improvised techniques.
Special tools may differ by shape and part number from country to country. Tappet adjusting
tool 3 mm YU This tool is necessary for adjusting the valve clearance. Fuel level gauge YMA
Gear lash measurement tool YM This tool is used to measure the gear lash. Universal joint
holder YM This tool is needed when removing or installing the universal joint yoke nut. Yamaha
bond No. Page Chapter 2. Be sure not to inlet. Be careful not to pinch the breather hose. Page
Chapter 3. These preventive maintenance procedures, if followed, will ensure more reliable
vehicle operation and a longer service life. The need for costly overhaul work will be greatly
reduced. This information applies to vehicles already in service as well as to new vehicles that
are being prepared for sale. It is recommended that these items be serviced by a Yamaha dealer.
Front brake light switch coupler Disconnect. Rear brake light switch coupler Disconnect. Main
switch coupler Disconnect. Auxiliary DC jack coupler Disconnect. Fan motor breather hose
Differential gear case breather hose Coolant reservoir breather hose Taillight connector
Disconnect. Crankcase breather hose Clamp screw Loosen. Air filter case Rear fender For
installation, reverse the removal procedure. Valve clearance cold : Intake: 0. Start the engine
and let it warm up for sev- eral minutes. Idling speed becomes Turning in higher. Turning in
Free play is increased. Speed limiter length is Turning in decreased. NOTE: Do not remove the
starter plunger 2 from the starter cable. Normal color is a medium-to-light tan color. Below the
minimum pressure: Squirt a few drops of oil into the affected cyl- inder and measure again.
Refer to the table below. Place the machine on a level surface. Stop the engine and place an oil
pan under the engine. Oil quantity: Periodic oil change: 1. Oil gallery bolt: 7 Nm 0. Install:
Engine side cover This could damage the foam material. If water is used instead of coolant,
check, and if necessary, correct the antifreeze concentration of the coolant. Use only distilled
water. NOTE: Tightening the bolts 1 will push the secondary sliding sheave away, causing the
gap between the secondary fixed and sliding sheaves to widen. Rear brake lever free play: 0.
Check: Rear brake pedal height a Rear brake pedal height: 45 mm 1. NOTE: When adjusting the
brake pedal height make sure the locknut-to-adjusting bolt clearance b does not exceed 2 mm 0.
WARNING After this adjustment is performed, lift the front and rear wheels off the ground by

placing a block under the engine, and spin the rear wheels to ensure there is no brake NOTE:
Hold the machine in an upright position and apply the front or rear brake. Add the proper brake
fluid to the reservoir. Install the diaphragm. Be careful not to spill any fluid or allow the reservoir
to overflow. Place the machine on a level place. Place a receptacle under the differential gear
case. Install: Drain plug 10 Nm 1. This reference point will be needed during adjustment. The
tires listed below have been approved by Yamaha Motor Co. Recommended lubricant: Yamaha
chain and cable lube or Engine oil NOTE: Hold the cable end up and apply several drops of
lubricant to the cable. Therefore the charge of the battery has to be checked by measuring the
voltage at the battery terminals. Always follow these preventive measures: Charge batteries in a
well-ventilated area. Connect a charger and ammeter to the battery and start charging. NOTE:
After cleaning the terminals, apply a light coat of grease. Turning in Headlight beam raised.
Turning out Headlight beam lowered. Page Chapter 4. Shift arm Select lever shift rod Select
lever unit Coolant reservoir breather hose Spark plug lead Crankcase breather hose Thermo
switch lead Dowel pin For installation, reverse the removal procedure. ACC Yamaha bond No.
Rocker arm shaft outside diameter: Measure: Cam lobes length a and b. Camshaft lobe limit:
Intake: a Lightly press the timing chain tensioner rod into the timing chain tensioner housing by
hand. Cylinder head warpage: Less than 0. Camshaft sprocket bolt: 20 Nm 2. Clearance stem to
guide : Intake: 0. Margin thickness: Intake: 0. Valve seat width: Intake: 0. NOTE: For best lapping
results, lightly tap the valve seat while rotating the valve back and forth between your hands. To
secure the valve cotters onto the valve stem, lightly tap the valve tip with a piece of wood. Then,
find the average of the measurements. Standard Wear limit NOTE: Clean carbon from the piston
ring grooves and rings before measuring the side clearance. Side clearance Standard Limit
Outside diameter piston pin : Engine oil Drain. Coolant Drain. Starter wheel gear Washer Starter
idle gear shaft Spring Sheave drum Rope Coil spring For assembly, reverse the disassembly
YU, 2. If not, reinstall the key and rotor. Straighten the lock washer tabs. Guide pin Secondary
sliding sheave O-ring Secondary fixed sheave Oil seal Weight outside diameter: 30 mm 1.
One-way clutch bearing Clutch carrier assembly For installation, reverse the removal Remove
them after all of them are loosened. Straighten: Punched portion of the nut 1. Clutch shoe
thickness: 1. Fit the left crankcase onto the right case. Tap lightly on the case with a soft
hammer. Rotor cover Shaft Inner rotor Outer rotor Oil pump housing For assembly, reverse the
disassembly procedure. Crank width: Low wheel gear Shift cam Shift fork assembly Short
spring White painting. YM 3. In the example above, the calculated shim thickness is 0. The chart
instructs you, however, to round off 4 to 5. Hundredths Round value 0, 1, 2 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 8, 9
Shims are supplied in the following thickness. The needles can eas- ily fall out of their races.
Page Chapter 5. Radiator outlet hose Disconnect. Radiator Radiator fan Thermo switch For
installation, reverse the removal procedure. Apply compressed air to the rear of the radia- tor.
NOTE: Straighten any flattened fins with a thin, flat- head screwdriver. Page Chapter 6. Pilot jet
Starter jet For assembly, reverse the disassembly procedure. Insert the piston valve into the
carburetor body, and check for free movement. Page Chapter 7. Bearing damage. Improper gear
lash. This must not be confused with engine surging or transmission characteris- C. Gear tooth
damage. If a test ride following reas- sembly indicates this condition, stop riding immediately to
minimize gear damage. This noise must be distinguished from normal machine operation. Feel
for Replace the wheel bearing. Check the wheel nuts and hub nuts for Torque to specification.
Do not disassem- ble the differential gear. Move the spring up and down. Molybdenum disulfide
grease: 40 g 1. Insert the double off-set joint into the differ- ential gear, and turn the gear back
and forth. Secure the gear case in a vise or another supporting device. Block the rear wheels,
and elevate the front wheels by placing a suitable stand under the frame. Remove the wheel cap
and cotter pin from the axle nut right or left. Measure the starting torque of the front wheel i.
Boss Ring gear stopper shim Ring gear stopper Bearing retainer Bearing Pinion gear bearing
housing Final drive gear case In the example above, the calculated number is 0. The chart
instructs you to round off 7 to 5 at the hundredth place. Do not reuse the oil seal. Page Chapter
8. Wheel runout limit: Radial 2: 2. Check: Wheel balance If wheel runout is within the limits,
replace the brake disc. Brake disc maximum deflection: 0. Install each nut with its tapered side
towards the wheel. Wheel runout limit: Radial: 2. Install: Wheel Put the other end of this hose
into an open container. Brake fluid reservoir cap Brake fluid reservoir diaphragm Brake lever
Union bolt Brake master cylinder kit For assembly, reverse the disassembly procedure. For
assembly, reverse the disassembly procedure. Water will significantly lower the boiling point of
the brake fluid and may result in vapor lock. Always clean up spilled brake fluid immediately.
Brake fluid Drain. Union bolt Copper washer Brake hose Disconnect. Bend the lock washer tab
along a flat side of the bolt. NOTE: Pass the cables and hoses through the cable guide. NOTE:
Install the outside bearing first. Contact should be made only with the outer race. If side play is
noticeable, check the bushings. Nut 6: 45 Nm 4. Nut 7: 45 Nm 4. Page Chapter 9. If the continuity

is faulty at any point, replace the switch. The coupler locations are circled. Fuse main, ignition
7. Engine stop switch 2. Battery 8. Main switch 3. Spark plug 9. Pickup coil resistance 4. Ignition
spark gap Spark plug cap resistance coil resistance 6. Ignition coil resistance Properly connect
the ignition system. If the main switch is on and the engine stop switch is in the RUN position,
the starter motor can be operated only if: The transmission is in neutral the neutral Rear brake
switch 1. Fuse main, ignition 9. Start switch 2. Battery Diode 3. Starter motor Wiring connection
the entire starting sys- 4. Starter relay tem 5. Main switch 6. Engine stop switch 7. Diode
Remove the diode from the coupler. Check the diode for continuity as follows. Bracket 1 Washer
kit Bracket Outside diameter: 28 mm 1. Measure: Mica undercut b Brush length: Fuse main 4.
Charging coil resistance 2. Battery 5. Wiring connections 3. YUA shooting: Engine tachometer:
1 Seat The charging circuit is not faulty. Light switch 1. Fuse main, headlight 5. Wiring
connections 2. Battery the entire lighting system 3. EB 5. Fuse main, ignition, signaling system
2. Battery 3. Main switch 4. Properly connect the signal system. If the brake light fails to come
on: 1. If the neutral indicator light fails to come on: 1. If the park indicator light fails to come on:
1. If the high-range indicator light fails to come 1. Replace the meter assembly. If the low-range
indicator light fails to come 1. If the reverse indicator lig
02 honda odyssey firing order
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ht fails to come on: 1. If the differential gear lock indicator light LED fails to come on: 1.
Four-wheel drive switch Horn does not sound. Fuse main 6. Thermo switch 2 2. Battery 7.
Wiring connection 3. Main switch the entire cooling system 4. Fan motor 5. Fan motor
Disconnect the fan motor coupler. Check the operation of the fan motor. Immerse the thermo
switch 2 in coolant 2. Properly connect the cooling system. Fuse main, four-wheel drive 7.
On-command four-wheel drive switch and 2. Battery differential gear lock switch 3. Main switch
8. Gear motor 4. Four-wheel drive relay 1 9. Wiring connections 5. Gear motor Disconnect the
gear motor coupler. It should be helpful, however, as a guide to troubleshooting. Refer to the
relative procedure in this manual for inspection, adjustment and replacement of parts. This
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